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KSR v. Teleflex AgendaKSR v. Teleflex Agenda
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TechnologyTechnology
Procedural HistoryProcedural History

Supreme Court Proceedings/HoldingSupreme Court Proceedings/Holding
Practical EffectsPractical Effects
Practical TipsPractical Tips
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35 USC 35 USC §§103 (1952)103 (1952)
A patent may not be obtained though the invention is A patent may not be obtained though the invention is 
not identically disclosed or described as set forth in not identically disclosed or described as set forth in 
section 102 of this title, section 102 of this title, if the differences between the if the differences between the 
subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art 
are such that the subject matter as a whole would are such that the subject matter as a whole would 
have been obvious at the time the invention was have been obvious at the time the invention was 
made to a person having ordinary skill in the art made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to to 
which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall 
not be negatived by the manner in which the invention not be negatived by the manner in which the invention 
was made.was made.
Codification of Codification of HotchkissHotchkiss case (1851) (invention case (1851) (invention 
requires requires ““degree of skill and ingenuitydegree of skill and ingenuity””, and is , and is ““not the not the 
work of a skillful mechanicwork of a skillful mechanic””
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Graham v. John Deere (1966)Graham v. John Deere (1966)

Key Supreme Court Obviousness CaseKey Supreme Court Obviousness Case
1.1. Scope and content of the prior artScope and content of the prior art
2.2. Level of skill of a person of ordinary skill in the artLevel of skill of a person of ordinary skill in the art
3.3. Differences between the claimed invention and the teachings of Differences between the claimed invention and the teachings of 

the prior artthe prior art
4.4. Extent of any indicia of nonExtent of any indicia of non--obviousnessobviousness

Supreme Court cases after Supreme Court cases after GrahamGraham dealt with combining dealt with combining 
old elements old elements –– requires something new (operating requires something new (operating 
characteristics, synergy, new function, etc.)characteristics, synergy, new function, etc.)

United States v. Adams (1966); AndersonUnited States v. Adams (1966); Anderson’’ss--Black Rock v. Black Rock v. 
Pavement Salvage (1969); Pavement Salvage (1969); SakraidaSakraida v. Ag Pro (1976); Bonito Boats v. Ag Pro (1976); Bonito Boats 
v. Thunder Craft (1989)v. Thunder Craft (1989)
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After After GrahamGraham
Problems interpreting Problems interpreting GrahamGraham

USPTO examiners used the invention as a blueprint for USPTO examiners used the invention as a blueprint for 
combining references, which resulted in combining references, which resulted in impermissible hindsightimpermissible hindsight
District Courts and litigating parties failed to correctly cite District Courts and litigating parties failed to correctly cite the the 
GrahamGraham test, resulting in improper invalidity analysistest, resulting in improper invalidity analysis

Therefore, CCPA and the Federal Circuit needed a Therefore, CCPA and the Federal Circuit needed a 
““bright linebright line”” rule (strict and easy to understand) for rule (strict and easy to understand) for 
Examiners and District Courts, and developed the Examiners and District Courts, and developed the 
TeachingTeaching--SuggestionSuggestion--Motivation Test (Motivation Test (““TSMTSM””): ): 
•• whether there existed a teaching, suggestion or whether there existed a teaching, suggestion or 

motivation to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the motivation to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the 
time of invention to combine selected prior art time of invention to combine selected prior art 
teachings in a manner that would have rendered the teachings in a manner that would have rendered the 
claimed invention obvious claimed invention obvious 

TSM is in TSM is in additionaddition to to GrahamGraham
Used by CCPA and Federal Circuit from about 1966Used by CCPA and Federal Circuit from about 1966--
2006 2006 –– enforced rigidlyenforced rigidly
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KSR KSR –– Issue, TechnologyIssue, Technology

Key IssueKey Issue
Is the Federal CircuitIs the Federal Circuit’’s rigid TSM test s rigid TSM test 
appropriate for an obviousness analysis?appropriate for an obviousness analysis?

Relevant TechnologyRelevant Technology
Vehicle pedal assembly adjustable by a driverVehicle pedal assembly adjustable by a driver
Electronic sensor (instead of mechanical link) Electronic sensor (instead of mechanical link) 
attached to a pedal support member (instead attached to a pedal support member (instead 
of moving part)of moving part)
Teleflex is patentee, KSR is accused infringerTeleflex is patentee, KSR is accused infringer
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‘‘565 Patent565 Patent
Claim 4Claim 4

A vehicle control pedal apparatus (12) A vehicle control pedal apparatus (12) 
comprising:comprising:

a support (18) adapted to be mounted to a a support (18) adapted to be mounted to a 
vehicle structure (20);vehicle structure (20);

an adjustable pedal assembly (22) having a an adjustable pedal assembly (22) having a 
pedal arm (14) moveable in pedal arm (14) moveable in for[efor[e] and aft ] and aft 
directions with respect to said support (18);directions with respect to said support (18);

a pivot (24) for pivotally supporting said a pivot (24) for pivotally supporting said 
adjustable pedal assembly (22) with adjustable pedal assembly (22) with 
respect to said support (18) and defining a respect to said support (18) and defining a 
pivot axis (26); andpivot axis (26); and

an electronic control (28) attached to said an electronic control (28) attached to said 
support (18) for controlling a vehicle support (18) for controlling a vehicle 
system;system;

said apparatus (12) characterized by said said apparatus (12) characterized by said 
electronic control (28) being responsive to electronic control (28) being responsive to 
said pivot (24) for providing a signal (32) said pivot (24) for providing a signal (32) 
that corresponds to pedal arm position as that corresponds to pedal arm position as 
said pedal arm (14) pivots about said pivot said pedal arm (14) pivots about said pivot 
axis (26) between rest and applied axis (26) between rest and applied 
positions wherein the position of said pivot positions wherein the position of said pivot 
(24) remains constant while said pedal arm (24) remains constant while said pedal arm 
(14) moves in fore and aft directions with (14) moves in fore and aft directions with 
respect to said pivot (24). respect to said pivot (24). 
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Pivot ConceptPivot Concept
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Prior Art Prior Art -- AsanoAsano
•Same as claim 4 except for use of mechanical link instead of electronic sensor

•Fixed pivot point

•Different problem addressed: variable ratio/constant force problem
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Prior Art Prior Art -- RixonRixon
•Electronic sensor in pedal footpad (moving part)

•Different problem addressed: wire chafing
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Other Prior ArtOther Prior Art

Prior art references not directed to Prior art references not directed to preciseprecise
problem facing problem facing ‘‘565 patent inventor565 patent inventor

Smith did not relate to adjustable pedals, but Smith did not relate to adjustable pedals, but 
teaches putting sensor on structure instead of teaches putting sensor on structure instead of 
footpad (avoiding wear)footpad (avoiding wear)
068/Chevy Truck 068/Chevy Truck –– modular sensor on pedal modular sensor on pedal 
assemblyassembly
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District CourtDistrict Court
Summary Judgment (no trial) for defendantSummary Judgment (no trial) for defendant

Claim 4 is obvious based on:Claim 4 is obvious based on:
Asano disclosing a mechanical adjustment assembly,Asano disclosing a mechanical adjustment assembly,
……combined with 068/Chevy Truck disclosing an electronic combined with 068/Chevy Truck disclosing an electronic 
pedal position sensorpedal position sensor

District Court found District Court found ““little differencelittle difference”” between the between the 
prior art & claimsprior art & claims

Focus on Focus on state of the art which motivated the combinationstate of the art which motivated the combination
(e.g., conversion from mechanical to electrical in the (e.g., conversion from mechanical to electrical in the 
automotive field)automotive field)

Performed nonPerformed non--””rigidrigid”” TSM test without sufficient TSM test without sufficient 
evidenceevidence

Patentee appealed to Federal CircuitPatentee appealed to Federal Circuit
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Federal CircuitFederal Circuit
Vacated (cancelled) District Court ruling:Vacated (cancelled) District Court ruling:

Summary Judgment improper due to genuine issues of Summary Judgment improper due to genuine issues of 
material fact regarding obviousnessmaterial fact regarding obviousness
Claimed invention Claimed invention notnot obvious in the obvious in the absence of absence of ““rigidrigid”” TSM TSM 
evidenceevidence of TSM that would have led one skilled in the art to of TSM that would have led one skilled in the art to 
combine relevant prior art teachings combine relevant prior art teachings as combined by patenteeas combined by patentee
““obvious to tryobvious to try”” Asano + a sensor legally Asano + a sensor legally ““irrelevantirrelevant””
General state of the art which motivated the combination General state of the art which motivated the combination 
irrelevant (must solve irrelevant (must solve samesame problem faced by inventor)problem faced by inventor)
Held that District CourtHeld that District Court’’s application of TSM was not rigid s application of TSM was not rigid 
enoughenough

Accused infringer appealed to Supreme CourtAccused infringer appealed to Supreme Court
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Supreme CourtSupreme Court

Arguments Against Rigid TSM testArguments Against Rigid TSM test
Federal Circuit undermines Federal Circuit undermines Graham Graham testtest

4 part test is the 4 part test is the onlyonly acceptable way to show acceptable way to show 
obviousness (Federal Circuit cannot add new test)obviousness (Federal Circuit cannot add new test)

Too much market power comes from patentsToo much market power comes from patents
Need to preserve market competitionNeed to preserve market competition

Too many patents being issued (such as Too many patents being issued (such as 
business process)business process)

Patent should require Patent should require extraordinary innovationextraordinary innovation
Poor quality of patentsPoor quality of patents
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Supreme CourtSupreme Court
Arguments for Rigid TSMArguments for Rigid TSM

TSM is required in USPTO to meet the TSM is required in USPTO to meet the 
requirements of the Administration requirements of the Administration 
Procedures Act and avoid arbitrary decision Procedures Act and avoid arbitrary decision 
making by U.S. government agenciesmaking by U.S. government agencies
TSM prevents hindsight reconstructionTSM prevents hindsight reconstruction
Because most inventions are combinations of Because most inventions are combinations of 
existing prior art elements, the key focus existing prior art elements, the key focus 
should be whether the person skilled in the art should be whether the person skilled in the art 
has a has a reasonreason to combineto combine
TSM is basically a demand that the PTO or TSM is basically a demand that the PTO or 
trial court articulate its evidentiary basis for trial court articulate its evidentiary basis for 
the decisionthe decision
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Oral Hearing (November 28, 2006)Oral Hearing (November 28, 2006)
Justices (total number is 9) seemed unclear as to the Justices (total number is 9) seemed unclear as to the 
exact meaning of exact meaning of ““motivationmotivation”” part of TSM testpart of TSM test

J. Breyer: J. Breyer: ““I just I just dondon’’t understandt understand what is meant by motivationwhat is meant by motivation””
(similar comment by J. Scalia)(similar comment by J. Scalia)
J. Scalia: J. Scalia: ““I would say the test is I would say the test is meaninglessmeaningless””; ; ““this is this is 
gobbleddygookgobbleddygook, it really is, it, it really is, it’’s s irrationalirrational””
C.J. Roberts: C.J. Roberts: ““It seems It seems worse than meaninglessworse than meaningless, because it , because it 
complicates the inquiry rather than focusing on the statutecomplicates the inquiry rather than focusing on the statute””
J. Ginsberg: J. Ginsberg: “…“…whatwhat’’s sufficiently innovative? s sufficiently innovative? …… I think what I think what 
youyou’’re suggesting as a supplement is re suggesting as a supplement is rather vaguerather vague..””
J. Breyer: J. Breyer: “…“…if you think [TSM] is incomplete, what is it that you if you think [TSM] is incomplete, what is it that you 
want to add on top of it, and thatwant to add on top of it, and that’’s what I really didns what I really didn’’t understand t understand 
from the first halffrom the first half--hour [of the arguments].hour [of the arguments].””
J. Souter: changing a test that has been applied for more than 2J. Souter: changing a test that has been applied for more than 20 0 
years years ““is going to product chaosis going to product chaos””; ; ““are we going to see 100,000 are we going to see 100,000 
cases filed tomorrow morning?cases filed tomorrow morning?”” if the standard is changed?if the standard is changed?
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KSR Supreme Court Holding KSR Supreme Court Holding 
(April 30, 2007)(April 30, 2007)

Federal Circuit Federal Circuit reversedreversed (Claim 4 is obvious)(Claim 4 is obvious)
GrahamGraham 44--factor test is still the lawfactor test is still the law

No No ““NewNew”” testtest
TSM is not inconsistent with TSM is not inconsistent with GrahamGraham, but Federal Circuit , but Federal Circuit 
applied TSM applied TSM too rigidlytoo rigidly

TSM may be required sometimes (but not clear when)TSM may be required sometimes (but not clear when)
Inquiry needs to be more flexible (general background Inquiry needs to be more flexible (general background 
knowledge)knowledge)
ExplicitExplicit analysis and reason for combination required to analysis and reason for combination required to 
support obviousness determinationsupport obviousness determination
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KSR Supreme Court Holding KSR Supreme Court Holding 
(April 30, 2007)(April 30, 2007)

‘‘Obvious to tryObvious to try’’ may be a proper basis for may be a proper basis for 
obviousness obviousness under certain circumstancesunder certain circumstances

Design need/market pressure to solve problemDesign need/market pressure to solve problem
Finite number of identified and predictable solutionsFinite number of identified and predictable solutions

Focus on Focus on predictabilitypredictability and and common sensecommon sense
(each term used 5 times in the Supreme Court (each term used 5 times in the Supreme Court 
opinion)opinion)

Predictable results, variation or use is obviousPredictable results, variation or use is obvious
Consider teachings beyond scope of problem Consider teachings beyond scope of problem 
faced by inventor, and beyond just the prior art faced by inventor, and beyond just the prior art 
elements that solve the same problem as the elements that solve the same problem as the 
inventorinventor
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Federal CircuitFederal Circuit’’s Mistakess Mistakes
FEDERAL CIRCUIT MISTAKEFEDERAL CIRCUIT MISTAKE

Forcing courts and patent examiners Forcing courts and patent examiners 
to only consider the same problem to only consider the same problem 
the patentee was trying to solvethe patentee was trying to solve

SUPREME COURT RESPONSESUPREME COURT RESPONSE
anyany need or problem known in the field and addressed by need or problem known in the field and addressed by 
the patent can provide a reason for combining the the patent can provide a reason for combining the 
elements in the manner claimedelements in the manner claimed

Assuming that one skilled in the art Assuming that one skilled in the art 
attempting to solve a problem will be attempting to solve a problem will be 
led only to those prior art elements led only to those prior art elements 
designed to solve the designed to solve the same same 
problemproblem

common sensecommon sense dictates that familiar items can have dictates that familiar items can have 
various uses, and one of ordinary could fit the teaching of various uses, and one of ordinary could fit the teaching of 
multiple patents together like pieces of a puzzle, using multiple patents together like pieces of a puzzle, using 
ordinary creativity (one skilled in the art is not an ordinary creativity (one skilled in the art is not an 
““automatonautomaton””) and common sense.) and common sense.

Concluding that Concluding that ““obvious to tryobvious to try”” is is 
insufficient for showing obviousnessinsufficient for showing obviousness

this could be acceptable for (a) design need/ market this could be acceptable for (a) design need/ market 
pressure to solve a problem and (b) finite number of pressure to solve a problem and (b) finite number of 
identified, predictable solution, such that one of ordinary identified, predictable solution, such that one of ordinary 
skill in the art has reason to pursue the known options skill in the art has reason to pursue the known options 
within their technical grasp.  If this leads to the anticipated within their technical grasp.  If this leads to the anticipated 
success, it is likely the product not of innovation but of success, it is likely the product not of innovation but of 
ordinary skill and common sense.ordinary skill and common sense.

Drawing the wrong conclusion from Drawing the wrong conclusion from 
the risk of the dangers of hindsight the risk of the dangers of hindsight 
bias.bias.

Rigid rules like TSM that prevent application of Rigid rules like TSM that prevent application of common common 
sensesense are neither necessary under, nor consistent with, are neither necessary under, nor consistent with, 
Supreme Court case law. Still need to avoid hindsightSupreme Court case law. Still need to avoid hindsight
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Detailed HoldingDetailed Holding
A pedal designer of ordinary skill in the art, facing the wide rA pedal designer of ordinary skill in the art, facing the wide range of needs ange of needs 
created by developments in the field, would have seen an obviouscreated by developments in the field, would have seen an obvious benefit to benefit to 
upgrading Asano with a sensorupgrading Asano with a sensor
Supreme Court focused on Supreme Court focused on ““whether improvement is more than the whether improvement is more than the 
predictable usepredictable use of prior art elements according to their established of prior art elements according to their established 
functions.functions.””
Supreme Court urges flexibility in view of and common sense and Supreme Court urges flexibility in view of and common sense and general general 
background knowledge. background knowledge. 
Focus less on the patenteeFocus less on the patentee’’s specific problem, and more on the application s specific problem, and more on the application 
of familiar elements in different waysof familiar elements in different ways
In this case, it would have been obvious to (a) replace mechanicIn this case, it would have been obvious to (a) replace mechanical sensor al sensor 
with electrical sensor and (b) position such a sensor on the supwith electrical sensor and (b) position such a sensor on the support port 
structure rather than the moving partstructure rather than the moving part
In evaluating predictability, Courts should look atIn evaluating predictability, Courts should look at::

interrelated teachings of multiple patentsinterrelated teachings of multiple patents
the effects of demands known to the design community or present the effects of demands known to the design community or present in the in the 
marketplace marketplace 
the background knowledge possessed by a person having ordinary sthe background knowledge possessed by a person having ordinary skill in the art kill in the art 
analysis should be made explicitanalysis should be made explicit
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PredictabilityPredictability
““PredictablePredictable”” used 5 times in Courtused 5 times in Court’’s opinions opinion

1.1. The combination of familiar elements according to The combination of familiar elements according to 
known methods is likely to be obvious when it known methods is likely to be obvious when it 
does no more than yield does no more than yield predictablepredictable resultsresults

2.2. Determine whether the improvement more than Determine whether the improvement more than 
the the predictablepredictable use of prior art elements use of prior art elements 
according to their established functionsaccording to their established functions

3.3. the mere substitution of one element for another the mere substitution of one element for another 
known in the field, the combination must do more known in the field, the combination must do more 
than yield a than yield a predictablepredictable resultresult

4.4. If a POSA can implement a If a POSA can implement a predictablepredictable variation, variation, 
likely likely unpatentableunpatentable

5.5. A court must ask whether the improvement is more A court must ask whether the improvement is more 
than the than the predictablepredictable use of prior art elements use of prior art elements 
according to their established functionsaccording to their established functions
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Common SenseCommon Sense
Used 5 times in the opinion:Used 5 times in the opinion:
1.1. Although Although common sensecommon sense directs one to look with care at a patent directs one to look with care at a patent 

application that claims as innovation the combination of two knoapplication that claims as innovation the combination of two known devices wn devices 
according to their established functions, it can be important toaccording to their established functions, it can be important to identify a identify a 
reason that would have prompted a person of ordinary skill in threason that would have prompted a person of ordinary skill in the relevant e relevant 
field to combine the elements in the way the claimed new inventifield to combine the elements in the way the claimed new invention does.on does.

2.2. Common senseCommon sense teaches, however, that familiar items may have obvious teaches, however, that familiar items may have obvious 
uses beyond their primary purposes, and in many cases a person ouses beyond their primary purposes, and in many cases a person of f 
ordinary skill will be able to fit the teachings of multiple patordinary skill will be able to fit the teachings of multiple patents together like ents together like 
pieces of a puzzle. pieces of a puzzle. 

3.3. When there is a design need or market pressure to solve a probleWhen there is a design need or market pressure to solve a problem and m and 
there are a finite number of identified, predictable solutions, there are a finite number of identified, predictable solutions, a person of a person of 
ordinary skill has good reason to pursue the known options withiordinary skill has good reason to pursue the known options within his or her n his or her 
technical grasp. If this leads to the anticipated success, it istechnical grasp. If this leads to the anticipated success, it is likely the likely the 
product not of innovation but of ordinary skill and product not of innovation but of ordinary skill and common sensecommon sense . In that . In that 
instance the fact that a combination was obvious to try might shinstance the fact that a combination was obvious to try might show that it ow that it 
was obvious under was obvious under §§103.103.

4.4. Rigid preventative rules that deny Rigid preventative rules that deny factfindersfactfinders recourse to recourse to common sensecommon sense , , 
however, are neither necessary under our case law nor consistenthowever, are neither necessary under our case law nor consistent with it.with it.

5.5. DyStarDyStar TextilfarbenTextilfarben GmbH & Co. Deutschland KG v. C. H. Patrick CoGmbH & Co. Deutschland KG v. C. H. Patrick Co., 464 ., 464 
F. 3d 1356, 1367 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (F. 3d 1356, 1367 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (““Our suggestion test is in actuality quite Our suggestion test is in actuality quite 
flexible and not only permits, but requires, consideration of coflexible and not only permits, but requires, consideration of common mmon 
knowledge and knowledge and common sensecommon sense ””))
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PostPost--KSRKSR NewsNews
USPTO released a brief memorandum on May 3, 2007USPTO released a brief memorandum on May 3, 2007

USPTO examiner must identify the USPTO examiner must identify the reason reason why a person of ordinary skill in the art would have combined why a person of ordinary skill in the art would have combined 
the prior art elements in the manner claimed to establish a the prior art elements in the manner claimed to establish a prima facie case prima facie case of obviousness.of obviousness.
More detailed guidelines to follow soon.More detailed guidelines to follow soon.

Federal Circuit has indicated they will not use KSR to order a rFederal Circuit has indicated they will not use KSR to order a retrial (etrial (VonageVonage case)case)
Asked parties to incorporate KSR into their appeal briefsAsked parties to incorporate KSR into their appeal briefs

Leapfrog v. FischerLeapfrog v. Fischer--Price (May 9, 2007) Price (May 9, 2007) -- obviousness obviousness affirmedaffirmed
““An obviousness determination is not the result of a rigid formulAn obviousness determination is not the result of a rigid formula disassociated from the a disassociated from the 
consideration of the facts of a case. Indeed, the common sense oconsideration of the facts of a case. Indeed, the common sense of those skilled in the art f those skilled in the art 
demonstrates why some combinations would have been obvious wheredemonstrates why some combinations would have been obvious where others would not. others would not. 
See KSR IntSee KSR Int’’l Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. (2007)l Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. (2007)””
““We agree with the district court that one of ordinary skill in tWe agree with the district court that one of ordinary skill in the art of childrenhe art of children’’s learning s learning 
toys would have found it obvious to combine the Bevan device wittoys would have found it obvious to combine the Bevan device with the SSR to update it h the SSR to update it 
using modern electronic components in order to gain the commonlyusing modern electronic components in order to gain the commonly understood benefits of understood benefits of 
such adaptation, such as decreased size, increased reliability, such adaptation, such as decreased size, increased reliability, simplified operation, and simplified operation, and 
reduced cost.reduced cost.””
"Applying modern electronics to older mechanical devices has bee"Applying modern electronics to older mechanical devices has been commonplace n commonplace 
in recent years."in recent years."
““Leapfrog presents no evidence that the inclusion of a reader in Leapfrog presents no evidence that the inclusion of a reader in this type of device was this type of device was 
uniquely challenging or difficult for one of ordinary skill in tuniquely challenging or difficult for one of ordinary skill in the art. Nor does Leapfrog he art. Nor does Leapfrog 
present any evidence that the inclusion of a device commonly usepresent any evidence that the inclusion of a device commonly used in the field of d in the field of 
electronics (a reader), and even in the narrower art of electronelectronics (a reader), and even in the narrower art of electronic childrenic children’’s toys, s toys, 
represented an unobvious step over the prior art.represented an unobvious step over the prior art.””
Secondary evidence not enough to overcome strong Secondary evidence not enough to overcome strong prima facieprima facie obviousnessobviousness
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Prosecution EffectProsecution Effect
More More §§103 rejections by Examiners?103 rejections by Examiners?

Examiners need not focus on motivation, and could make more multExaminers need not focus on motivation, and could make more multipleiple--reference rejections reference rejections 
((““pieces of a puzzlepieces of a puzzle””))

Not applicable to single reference that is modified?Not applicable to single reference that is modified?
How is KSR different from current USPTO currently examination unHow is KSR different from current USPTO currently examination under der §§103?103?

Examiners routinely ignored TSM arguments, such that many practiExaminers routinely ignored TSM arguments, such that many practitioners generally stopped tioners generally stopped 
making these arguments years agomaking these arguments years ago

Examiner are given discretion to determine what is Examiner are given discretion to determine what is ““common sensecommon sense””
Uneven prosecutionUneven prosecution
Greater chance of improper hindsightGreater chance of improper hindsight

This decision affects the more predictable technology areasThis decision affects the more predictable technology areas
Business methodsBusiness methods
Simple mechanicalSimple mechanical

Biotech and chemical technology area may not be greatly affectedBiotech and chemical technology area may not be greatly affected, as the courts , as the courts 
have previously indicated that obviousness is much tougher to achave previously indicated that obviousness is much tougher to achieve here than in hieve here than in 
electrical / mechanical areas.electrical / mechanical areas.

Synergistic effects and unexpected resultsSynergistic effects and unexpected results
Declaration PracticeDeclaration Practice

ReexaminationReexamination
Is this a Is this a ““new issuenew issue”” for the purpose of the reexamination standard?for the purpose of the reexamination standard?
Reexamination does not require Reexamination does not require ““newnew”” prior art prior art –– prior art of record may be reexamined if prior art of record may be reexamined if 
there is a there is a ““newnew”” issue of patentabilityissue of patentability

If it was allowed in view of a previouslyIf it was allowed in view of a previously--improper improper ““obvious to tryobvious to try”” rejection that was later withdrawn, rejection that was later withdrawn, 
there may be grounds for reissuethere may be grounds for reissue
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JP/US more harmonized?JP/US more harmonized?
JPJP USUS

29(2): where an invention could easily have been 
made, prior to the filing of the patent application, 
by a person with ordinary skill in the art to which 
the invention pertains, on the basis of an invention 
or inventions referred to in any of the paragraphs 
of subsection (1), 

103(a) A patent may not be obtained though the 103(a) A patent may not be obtained though the 
invention is not identically disclosed or described invention is not identically disclosed or described 
as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the 
differences between the subject matter sought to differences between the subject matter sought to 
be patented and the prior art are such that the be patented and the prior art are such that the 
subject matter as a whole subject matter as a whole would have been would have been 
obviousobvious at the time the invention was made to a at the time the invention was made to a 
person having ordinary skill in the art to which said person having ordinary skill in the art to which said 
subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be 
negatived by the manner in which the invention negatived by the manner in which the invention 
was made.was made.

2000 JPO Guideline allowed obviousness 2000 JPO Guideline allowed obviousness 
determination without motivation; determination without motivation; 
BUT SEE recent IP High Court case (2005BUT SEE recent IP High Court case (2005--10490) 10490) 
introduced motivation, consideration of technical introduced motivation, consideration of technical 
field, and reasoningfield, and reasoning

TSM test makes hindsight motivation TSM test makes hindsight motivation 
impermissibleimpermissible

““Obvious to tryObvious to try”” is sufficient for obviousnessis sufficient for obviousness Motivation of one skilled in the art at the time of Motivation of one skilled in the art at the time of 
the invention is required/NO SUCH MOTIVATION the invention is required/NO SUCH MOTIVATION 
REQUIREDREQUIRED

Teaching away avoids obviousnessTeaching away avoids obviousness Teaching away avoids obviousnessTeaching away avoids obviousness
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Enforcement EffectEnforcement Effect

Granted patents as well as future patents (pending Granted patents as well as future patents (pending 
applications)applications)

New challenges to future patentsNew challenges to future patents
Certain invalidity positions may become strongerCertain invalidity positions may become stronger

May be more easy to argue invalidity by clear and convincing May be more easy to argue invalidity by clear and convincing 
evidence under evidence under §§103(a) for predictable technologies, or where 103(a) for predictable technologies, or where 
the original patent was allowed in view of very close prior artthe original patent was allowed in view of very close prior art

Use of reexamination in some casesUse of reexamination in some cases
Predictable technologyPredictable technology
Obvious to tryObvious to try
““common sensecommon sense”” casescases

In view of In view of MedimmuneMedimmune and and EE--BayBay, this opens the door , this opens the door 
for litigation of licensed patents (DJ action) for a for litigation of licensed patents (DJ action) for a 
determination of validity or even infringementdetermination of validity or even infringement
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Litigation EffectLitigation Effect
The Supreme Court cryptically questions the The Supreme Court cryptically questions the 
presumption of validitypresumption of validity
Supreme Court emphasized that validity determination is Supreme Court emphasized that validity determination is 
an issue of law based on factual inquiryan issue of law based on factual inquiry

Will we eventually see Will we eventually see ““KSR HearingsKSR Hearings”” that are similar to that are similar to 
““MarkmanMarkman HearingsHearings””, thus removing this issue from the jury?, thus removing this issue from the jury?

Confusing, because the factual basis remainsConfusing, because the factual basis remains
If so, jury would focus on issues such as infringement; willfulnIf so, jury would focus on issues such as infringement; willfulnessess

Patentee may need to assert more secondary evidence Patentee may need to assert more secondary evidence 
earlier in litigation to show issue of fact and avoid earlier in litigation to show issue of fact and avoid 
Summary JudgmentSummary Judgment
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Federal Circuit Federal Circuit –– What Effect?What Effect?
Since the Supreme Court accepted the KSR appeal, the Federal Since the Supreme Court accepted the KSR appeal, the Federal 
Circuit has been softening its positionCircuit has been softening its position
Kahn Kahn (March 22, 2006) (Linn, J.)(March 22, 2006) (Linn, J.)

•• TSM need not be TSM need not be explicitexplicit, but may be , but may be implicitimplicit from prior art as a whole from prior art as a whole 
•• the relevant problem is not the the relevant problem is not the specificspecific problem solved by the invention, problem solved by the invention, 

but the but the generalgeneral problem that confronted the inventorproblem that confronted the inventor

AlzaAlza (Sept. 6, 2006 ((Sept. 6, 2006 (GajarsaGajarsa, J.), J.)
•• TSM could be TSM could be implicitimplicit, need not be explicit (citing , need not be explicit (citing KahnKahn) ) 
•• Obviousness jurisprudence flexibleObviousness jurisprudence flexible
•• TSM consistent with preTSM consistent with pre--Graham Graham CCPA lawCCPA law
•• Consistent with Consistent with GrahamGraham -- effect a effect a ““practical test of patentabilitypractical test of patentability””

DystarDystar (October 3, 2006) (Michel, C.J.)(October 3, 2006) (Michel, C.J.)
•• TSM is not a TSM is not a ““rigid categorical rulerigid categorical rule”” -- ““not only permits, not only permits, but requiresbut requires, , 

consideration of common knowledge and common sense consideration of common knowledge and common sense 
•• Critics of TSM test cite language Critics of TSM test cite language ““out of contextout of context”” -- TSM test is TSM test is 

consistent with Supreme Court decisions in consistent with Supreme Court decisions in GrahamGraham, , SakraidaSakraida, , 
AndersonAnderson’’ss--Black RockBlack Rock, and , and U.S. v. AdamsU.S. v. Adams

In the KSR opinion, the Supreme Court seems to imply that these In the KSR opinion, the Supreme Court seems to imply that these 
cases may be consistent with KSRcases may be consistent with KSR
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Practical TipsPractical Tips
Application PreparationApplication Preparation

SpecificationSpecification
(CHEM/BIO) Explanations of unpredictability or unexpected result(CHEM/BIO) Explanations of unpredictability or unexpected results, and s, and 
other secondary factorsother secondary factors

Avoid need for later DeclarationAvoid need for later Declaration
Explain synergy, unpredictable nature of artExplain synergy, unpredictable nature of art

(ELEC/MECH) Discussion of how combining certain structures provi(ELEC/MECH) Discussion of how combining certain structures provides new des new 
and unexpected functionsand unexpected functions

Provide evidence as to why combination of elements is more than Provide evidence as to why combination of elements is more than a mere a mere 
predictable combination of functionspredictable combination of functions
Link functionality to structure (more predictable art, e.g., cirLink functionality to structure (more predictable art, e.g., circuit elements)cuit elements)

ClaimsClaims
Include functional language in claimsInclude functional language in claims

Avoids Avoids ““pieces of a puzzlepieces of a puzzle”” claim languageclaim language
Means plus function parallel claim set? Means plus function parallel claim set? 

Include method claimsInclude method claims
““Picture claimsPicture claims”” that merely list the elements may face that merely list the elements may face ““obvious to tryobvious to try””
(depends on the technology)(depends on the technology)
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Practical TipsPractical Tips
ProsecutionProsecution

Pending casesPending cases
Examiners may withdraw some applications from allowance if they Examiners may withdraw some applications from allowance if they feel it feel it 
was a close casewas a close case
Applicants may wish to place alreadyApplicants may wish to place already--allowable claims in condition for allowable claims in condition for 
allowance before the Examiner makes a stronger rejection? allowance before the Examiner makes a stronger rejection? 

File continuation as neededFile continuation as needed
However, these claims may be challenged postHowever, these claims may be challenged post--grantgrant

Applicants may file Supplemental Amendment in view of filed respApplicants may file Supplemental Amendment in view of filed responseonse
Arguing against Examiner rejectionsArguing against Examiner rejections

Question: what does the invention do that the prior art fails toQuestion: what does the invention do that the prior art fails to disclose?disclose?
Claims should focus on this pointClaims should focus on this point
Need to be a good Need to be a good ““storytellerstoryteller””

Examiner must provide explicit analysisExaminer must provide explicit analysis
Conduct interview and learn ExaminerConduct interview and learn Examiner’’s logic through discussions logic through discussion
Point out and request such analysis in the responsePoint out and request such analysis in the response

Argue Secondary FactorsArgue Secondary Factors
Provide Provide DeclarationDeclaration directed to secondary directed to secondary GrahamGraham factors (unexpected factors (unexpected 
results, commercial success, etc.) to rebut prima facie obviousnresults, commercial success, etc.) to rebut prima facie obviousnessess
Do not focus on motivation in the DeclarationDo not focus on motivation in the Declaration
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Practical TipsPractical Tips
Amend claims to include functional languageAmend claims to include functional language

Including Means Plus FunctionIncluding Means Plus Function
Argue difference between recited function and disclosed Argue difference between recited function and disclosed 
function in prior art; more than simply uniting old elementsfunction in prior art; more than simply uniting old elements
But avoid claim limitations that are easy to designBut avoid claim limitations that are easy to design--aroundaround

Try TSM Try TSM –– ask the Examiner to explain ask the Examiner to explain ““common common 
sensesense””
Use other arguments as wellUse other arguments as well

teach awayteach away
destroy functionalitydestroy functionality
render inoperablerender inoperable
NonNon--analogous artanalogous art
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Practical TipsPractical Tips
Overcoming Overcoming ““obvious to tryobvious to try”” rejectionrejection

Combination is beyond Combination is beyond ““level of skill in the artlevel of skill in the art”” or requires or requires 
more than more than ““ordinary creativityordinary creativity””
No need/desirability of combinationNo need/desirability of combination
Possible number of solutions is not finite or predictablePossible number of solutions is not finite or predictable

Interview PracticeInterview Practice
Request Examiner to provide explicit reasoning, especially Request Examiner to provide explicit reasoning, especially 
when combining interrelated teachings of multiple patentswhen combining interrelated teachings of multiple patents

Duty of DisclosureDuty of Disclosure
May be expanded due to relevant teachings beyond the May be expanded due to relevant teachings beyond the 
particular field of the patenteeparticular field of the patentee
Consider this possibility in determining whether to file an IDSConsider this possibility in determining whether to file an IDS
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Practical TipsPractical Tips
EnforcementEnforcement

Opinion PracticeOpinion Practice
Invalidity standard is still Invalidity standard is still clear and convincingclear and convincing
Need to explain KSR law in written opinion by counselNeed to explain KSR law in written opinion by counsel
Invalidity analysisInvalidity analysis

If conditions are met, use If conditions are met, use ““obvious to tryobvious to try”” as a basisas a basis
Provide Provide explicitexplicit reasoning for combining references and analysis of predictabilireasoning for combining references and analysis of predictabilityty

Provide evidence of predictability, if availableProvide evidence of predictability, if available
Try to argue TSM for invalidity, even if the law does not rigidlTry to argue TSM for invalidity, even if the law does not rigidly require ity require it

Take the strongest reasonable positionTake the strongest reasonable position
Motivation can come from Motivation can come from anyany problem problem –– not just inventornot just inventor’’s problems problem
““Common senseCommon sense”” rationale rationale –– difficult to use in opinion without evidence supporting difficult to use in opinion without evidence supporting 
the positionthe position

Licensor and licensee should reLicensor and licensee should re--evaluate patents in view of KSRevaluate patents in view of KSR
Do we still need a license?Do we still need a license?
Should we reShould we re--negotiate a license? Possible DJ action?negotiate a license? Possible DJ action?
Should the patent be reShould the patent be re--examined?examined?
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Practical TipsPractical Tips
For PatenteeFor Patentee

Do prior art search and review prior art of record and file wrapDo prior art search and review prior art of record and file wrapper for granted per for granted 
patents, to evaluate strengthpatents, to evaluate strength
Analyze file history amendments/arguments based on KSR obviousneAnalyze file history amendments/arguments based on KSR obviousness ss 
standard (e.g., obvious to try)standard (e.g., obvious to try)
Seek reexamination where appropriateSeek reexamination where appropriate
May be done before or after sending warning letterMay be done before or after sending warning letter

For Accused PartyFor Accused Party
After receiving warning letter, stronger invalidity position mayAfter receiving warning letter, stronger invalidity position may exist under exist under §§103(a)103(a)
May seek invalidity opinion May seek invalidity opinion –– easier to invalidate?easier to invalidate?
Stronger negotiating positionStronger negotiating position
May file DJ action after taking license in view of May file DJ action after taking license in view of MedimmuneMedimmune line of casesline of cases
May request reexamination as a third party requesterMay request reexamination as a third party requester

Not clear whether USPTO will open the floodgates in order to Not clear whether USPTO will open the floodgates in order to ““correctcorrect”” all the existing all the existing 
patents that were granted under the patents that were granted under the ““oldold”” TSM test. TSM test. 
If so, then there may be great delay in enforcement of patent riIf so, then there may be great delay in enforcement of patent rights ghts –– a clear advantage a clear advantage 
for the accused party in negotiationsfor the accused party in negotiations
If not, then accused party may be more aggressive in pursuing DJIf not, then accused party may be more aggressive in pursuing DJ actions and invalidity actions and invalidity 
defense in litigation defense in litigation –– a possible advantage for the accused party in litigationa possible advantage for the accused party in litigation
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Microsoft v. AT&T AgendaMicrosoft v. AT&T Agenda

Brief History of 35 USC Brief History of 35 USC §§271(f)271(f)
Litigation BackgroundLitigation Background

Relevant Technology and Prior ArtRelevant Technology and Prior Art
Procedural HistoryProcedural History
Key Legal IssueKey Legal Issue

Supreme Court HoldingSupreme Court Holding
Practical Effects and TipsPractical Effects and Tips
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History of History of §§271(f)271(f)
Generally speaking, US patent law only applies to acts of Generally speaking, US patent law only applies to acts of 
infringement in the US infringement in the US –– 271(f) is the exception271(f) is the exception
Pre Pre §§271(f)271(f)

DeepsouthDeepsouth v. v. LaitramLaitram
Technology Technology –– shrimp deshrimp de--veining veining machinemachine
Patentee sued manufacturerPatentee sued manufacturer
Stopped making/selling machine in the U.S.Stopped making/selling machine in the U.S.
Instead, made parts in the U.S., and exported the parts abroad fInstead, made parts in the U.S., and exported the parts abroad for or 
assembly and sale in another countryassembly and sale in another country
Not infringement: patented invention not made, sold, or used in Not infringement: patented invention not made, sold, or used in the the 
U.S.U.S.

Congress did not intend for the Patent Act to extend abroadCongress did not intend for the Patent Act to extend abroad
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§§271(f) Statute271(f) Statute
Direct response to Direct response to DeepsouthDeepsouth was was 1984 Amendment to Patent Law:1984 Amendment to Patent Law:

(1) Whoever without authority supplies or causes to be supplied (1) Whoever without authority supplies or causes to be supplied in or in or 
from the United States all or a substantial portion of the from the United States all or a substantial portion of the components of components of 
a patented inventiona patented invention, where such components are , where such components are uncombined in uncombined in 
whole or in partwhole or in part, in such manner as to , in such manner as to actively induce the actively induce the 
combination of such components outside of the United States in acombination of such components outside of the United States in a
manner that would infringemanner that would infringe the patent if such combination occurred the patent if such combination occurred 
within the United States, shall be liable as an infringer. within the United States, shall be liable as an infringer. 
(2) Whoever without authority supplies or causes to be supplied (2) Whoever without authority supplies or causes to be supplied in or in or 
from the United States from the United States any component of a patented invention that any component of a patented invention that 
is especially made or especially adapted for use in the inventiois especially made or especially adapted for use in the invention n 
and not a staple article or commodity of commerce suitable for and not a staple article or commodity of commerce suitable for 
substantial substantial noninfringingnoninfringing useuse, where such component is , where such component is 
uncombined in whole or in partuncombined in whole or in part, , knowing that such component is knowing that such component is 
so made or adapted and intending that such component will be so made or adapted and intending that such component will be 
combined outside of the United States in a manner that would combined outside of the United States in a manner that would 
infringeinfringe the patent if such combination occurred within the United the patent if such combination occurred within the United 
States, shall be liable as an infringer. States, shall be liable as an infringer. 
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Microsoft v. AT&TMicrosoft v. AT&T
Relevant TechnologyRelevant Technology

MS Windows made in US for sales to end user or PC makerMS Windows made in US for sales to end user or PC maker
MS sends a master version to foreign PC maker by disk or emailMS sends a master version to foreign PC maker by disk or email
Foreign PC maker makes copies of this master version, which are Foreign PC maker makes copies of this master version, which are installed installed 
in foreign PCs and sold to foreign end usersin foreign PCs and sold to foreign end users

AT&T PatentAT&T Patent
PC for digitally encoding and compressing speechPC for digitally encoding and compressing speech

Parties agreed:Parties agreed:
Windows contains software covered by the patentWindows contains software covered by the patent
MS infringed by installing on its own PCs during software develoMS infringed by installing on its own PCs during software developmentpment
MS induced infringement by PC makers for PCs sold in the USMS induced infringement by PC makers for PCs sold in the US

ArgumentsArguments
AT&T: master version is a AT&T: master version is a ““componentcomponent”” supplied from the US abroad supplied from the US abroad 
under 271(f)under 271(f)
MS: the master version MS: the master version notnot a a ““componentcomponent””, and copies supplied by , and copies supplied by 
foreign PC makerforeign PC maker
MS denies liability for overseas salesMS denies liability for overseas sales
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Microsoft v. AT&TMicrosoft v. AT&T

Procedural HistoryProcedural History
District CourtDistrict Court

Held for AT&THeld for AT&T
Master disk is a component, supplied from the US Master disk is a component, supplied from the US 
abroadabroad

Federal CircuitFederal Circuit
Held for AT&THeld for AT&T

Supplying and copying are basically the same thingSupplying and copying are basically the same thing
271(f) should adapt to the changes in technology, rather 271(f) should adapt to the changes in technology, rather 
than leaving open a loopholethan leaving open a loophole

Appeal to Supreme CourtAppeal to Supreme Court
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Issues/HoldingIssues/Holding
Issue 1Issue 1

When/how does software qualify as a When/how does software qualify as a ““componentcomponent”” under 271(f)?under 271(f)?
When does software become a When does software become a ““componentcomponent””? Abstract software ? Abstract software 
(master version) or tangible software (copy)?(master version) or tangible software (copy)?
HELD: to be combinable, it must be a copy, because abstract HELD: to be combinable, it must be a copy, because abstract 
software code is software code is ““an idea without physical embodimentan idea without physical embodiment”” (like a (like a 
blueprint for construction, or tool to make a product)blueprint for construction, or tool to make a product)

Only copies are ever bought/soldOnly copies are ever bought/sold
Copying step is necessary to make the software usableCopying step is necessary to make the software usable

Issue 2Issue 2
Did MS supply such Did MS supply such ““componentscomponents””??

HELD: If components are only copies, then MS could not be liableHELD: If components are only copies, then MS could not be liable
under 271(f)under 271(f)
Supplying and copying are 2 completely different stepsSupplying and copying are 2 completely different steps

271(f) is directed to supplying, NOT copying271(f) is directed to supplying, NOT copying
Ease of copying is not a factorEase of copying is not a factor
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ExtraterritorialityExtraterritoriality
Presumption against extraterritorialityPresumption against extraterritoriality

US law governs domestically and does not extend to US law governs domestically and does not extend to 
foreign activitiesforeign activities
Foreign conduct is the domain of foreign patent law, Foreign conduct is the domain of foreign patent law, 
and controls sale/manufacture in those countriesand controls sale/manufacture in those countries
AT&T should have obtained software patents in those AT&T should have obtained software patents in those 
countriescountries

AT&T had patents in Canada, France, Germany, GB, Japan AT&T had patents in Canada, France, Germany, GB, Japan 
and Sweden as well as the USand Sweden as well as the US
However, software patents may be weaker in some of these However, software patents may be weaker in some of these 
countriescountries

It is up to Congress change the law if 271(f) is It is up to Congress change the law if 271(f) is 
avoided due to a change in technologyavoided due to a change in technology
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Practical Effects/TipsPractical Effects/Tips
Application preparation and prosecutionApplication preparation and prosecution

Obtain protection in the countries where you do businessObtain protection in the countries where you do business
If the US subsidiary patents it in the US, there is no guaranteeIf the US subsidiary patents it in the US, there is no guarantee of of 
worldwide protectionworldwide protection
Consider copyright for certain types of softwareConsider copyright for certain types of software
Consider trade secret for certain types of softwareConsider trade secret for certain types of software

EnforcementEnforcement
USUS--based software makers may continue to supply software to foreignbased software makers may continue to supply software to foreign
countries in the current manner without facing 271(f) infringemecountries in the current manner without facing 271(f) infringementnt

As such, JP subsidiaries in the US may supply software, for whatAs such, JP subsidiaries in the US may supply software, for what ever ever 
technical application, in this manner without being concerned abtechnical application, in this manner without being concerned about 271(f)out 271(f)

Not clear how the copying act could be reached under US lawNot clear how the copying act could be reached under US law
Attempt enforcement under JP lawAttempt enforcement under JP law

Copyright/trade secret protection instead of patent litigation?Copyright/trade secret protection instead of patent litigation?
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Thank YouThank You

Discussion, Questions, CommentsDiscussion, Questions, Comments
Upcoming expected news:Upcoming expected news:

Continuation/claim/IDS rules (expected July Continuation/claim/IDS rules (expected July 
2007?)2007?)
Proposed patent reform (200Proposed patent reform (200 ?)?)

mmehta@sughrue.jpmmehta@sughrue.jp or or 
mmehta@sughrue.commmehta@sughrue.com

mailto:mmehta@sughrue.jp
mailto:mmehta@sughrue.com
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